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Abstract—Cable System Generated Electromagnetic Pulse
(SGEMP) refers to the phenomenon that X-ray interacts
with cable to produce electron, which then excites current
and voltage response. The ideal irradiation environment
for cable SGEMP experiment is pure X-ray, usually
produced by accelerators. But in practice, the accelerator
will also produce strong electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
radiation when producing X-ray. It will bring difficulties to
experimental measurement. This paper presents an antiinterference design in the cable SGEMP experiment,
which can effectively reduce the external EMP
interference, and reduce the coupling of the electrons
emitted by the shield itself to the experimental cable; the
real SGEMP response can be deduced through the
measured signal.
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anti-interference design.

Figure 1. Cross section diagram of test cable and anti-interference
design.

III.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
We conducted cable SGEMP experiments under the
accelerator, and treated the same coaxial cable with
shielding and without shielding respectively. The
measured voltage response of the cable core is shown in
Fig. 2. It can be seen that the test cables without antiinterference design will be interfered by strong
electromagnetic radiation, and the noise even drowns the
SGEMP signal. However, the cables with anti-interference
design have good signal-to-noise ratio and achieve the
expected effect.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The ideal X-ray source for the cable SGEMP
experiment is the high current and low-energy pulse
accelerator. But in practice, the accelerator will also
produce strong electromagnetic pulse (EMP) radiation
when producing X-ray [1]. Sometimes the noise caused by
EMP is even greater than cable SGEMP response,
resulting in the SGEMP response signal being submerged
by the noise.
II.
ANTI-INTERFERENCE DESIGN
From the above analysis, additional electromagnetic
shielding is required for the test cable. However, the
addition of shielding will attenuate the X-ray and act with
the X-ray to emit electrons, causing new interference to the
measured signal. Therefore, this paper proposes an antiinterference design for the cable SGEMP experiment of
coaxial cable, considering the negative effects of shielding.
The schematic diagram of anti-interference design is
shown in Fig. 1. A layer of metal shield is sleeved on the
outside of the test cable and grounded at both ends to
shield external EMP interference. And a liner with low
atomic number (low-Z) can be attached to the inner side of
the outer shield as far as possible to absorb the electrons
emitted from the outer shield [2].

Figure.2. Test cable terminal voltage response with or without
anti-interference design
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